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The World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) have declared the elimination of VCKS in 1972, and in 1973, the African Union (AU) adopted a new protocol for the Children's Rights Convention. In 1975, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The convention has been ratified by most countries and is widely regarded as a milestone in the protection of children's rights. The convention is based on the principles of non-discrimination, respect for the child's views, and the best interests of the child. It has led to significant improvements in the lives of children around the world, including greater access to education, healthcare, and other basic needs.

The convention has been implemented through various international agreements, such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which guarantees children's rights to adequate food, clothing, housing, and education. In addition, the convention has inspired local and national laws and policies that aim to protect children's rights and ensure their well-being. However, despite these efforts, children continue to face significant challenges, including poverty, violence, and discrimination. As a result, the convention is continually reviewed and updated to address new challenges and ensure that children's rights are protected.

The implementation of the convention requires the participation of all stakeholders, including governments, civil society organizations, and the private sector. It is essential to ensure that children's voices are heard and their needs are addressed. The convention also highlights the importance of involving children in decision-making processes, ensuring that their perspectives are taken into account. In conclusion, the elimination of VCKS and the adoption of the Children's Rights Convention are significant milestones in the protection of children's rights. While progress has been made, there is still much work to be done to ensure that children's rights are fully respected and protected.

The panelists at the conference explore the challenges and opportunities of implementing the convention in different contexts, focusing on the need for greater collaboration and coordination among stakeholders. They also discuss the importance of monitoring and evaluating implementation progress to ensure accountability and transparency. Overall, the conference aims to inspire action and mobilize resources to protect children's rights and ensure a brighter future for all children.
The experiment and foundation of learning, as a process, can be traced to the Russian General Scientific Foundation, a project conducted between Russian and American scientists in the early 1930s. The Foundation, known for its rigorous scientific methods and commitment to excellence, provided a unique opportunity for cross-cultural collaboration and the exchange of knowledge.

In the context of this project, American and Russian scientists worked closely to develop new methodologies and approaches to scientific inquiry. The collaborative environment fostered innovation and the sharing of ideas, leading to significant advancements in various fields of science.

Notably, this project also marked a turning point in the relationship between the United States and Russia, setting the stage for future cooperative efforts in the sciences. The lessons learned from this initiative continue to influence scientific research and international collaboration to this day.
The city of Moscow is a beautiful and historic city, with a rich history and culture. It is the capital of Russia and is known for its beautiful architecture, museums, and cultural attractions. The city is home to many famous landmarks, including the Kremlin, St. Basil's Cathedral, and the Red Square. The city is also known for its vibrant nightlife and bustling streets.

One of the most popular attractions in Moscow is the Kremlin, which is the historic center of the city. The Kremlin is home to many important government buildings and is a major tourist attraction. The city also has many beautiful parks and gardens, including the Gorky Park and the Botanical Garden.

Moscow is also known for its delicious cuisine, which includes dishes such as borscht, pelmeni, and blini. The city is also home to many famous restaurants, cafes, and bars.

In addition to its cultural and historical attractions, Moscow is also a major business and financial center, with many multinational companies having offices in the city. The city has a vibrant economy and is one of the most important economic hubs in Russia.

Overall, Moscow is a fascinating and dynamic city, with something to offer for everyone. Whether you are interested in history, culture, or modernity, Moscow has it all to offer.
more freedom in the air of Leningrad" — a puzzling comment, perhaps, given that 'just before our arrival, seventeen 'counter-revolutionaries' had been tried and executed', and that she hears 'whispers of people disappearing from their homes — no one knew why or where to.'

For those who lived there, any 'freedom' in the air of Leningrad proved to be short-lived, and within a year of Hayball's visit the wave of Stalinist repression had not only overtaken the city but swept over VOKS itself, effectively bringing to an end this phase of the 'Soviet pilgrimage' even before the outbreak of war dealt it the final blow. It so happened, however, that the last Australian to undertake the journey in 1938 was also the first to continue the tradition in 1945. The feminist and political activist Jessie Street, president of the Russian Medical Aid Committee and the Australia-Russia Friendship Society, and driving force of the 'Sheepskins for Russia' campaign, returned to the Soviet Union as an honoured guest at the first post-war November 7 celebrations. Her three-week stay included a visit to Leningrad, and her memories of it (although regrettably short on detail and recorded many years after the event) constitute a unique Australian eye-witness account of a city still devastated by the depredations of the war and the siege. Particularly memorable was an excursion 'to see what the Nazis had done to the Katarina [sic] Palace': 'It filled me with a burning sense of anger and shame that human beings could stoop so low as to wreak the destruction they had on this beautifully decorated and unique historical building'. And yet, there were already signs of recovery:

> it was obvious that a lot of work had been done to clear the streets and restore some of the buildings...We drove around to get an idea of the extent of the damage. We then visited a building where architect's plans and models were displayed for rebuilding Leningrad.

In the decades that followed, no traveller's account of Leningrad could fail to acknowledge its war-time ordeal or the heroism of its people, both in effect obligatory themes. The notion of its 'death-like air' that had so disturbed Pamela Travers and Doris Hayball now acquired a new resonance, the opprobrium attaching to fascist invader rather than ruthless autocrat. Where earlier visitors had lamented the transformation of 'the grace and glory of old St Petersburg... into a threadbare Leningrad', the new tourists marvelled at the painstaking restoration of architectural monuments and the construction of new suburbs. Where jaundiced observers in the 'thirties had seen drab uniformity and dilapidation, more sympathetic travellers in the 'fifties admired the common purpose of a citizenry struggling to overcome their tragic past. In the travel witness narratives of the Cold War years, therefore, the city assumed a special significance.

The British-based expatriate poet, novelist and critic Jack Lindsay, a guest of the International Commission of the Union of Soviet Writers at the Pushkin sesquicentenary celebrations in June 1949 was immediately struck by the city's beauty — 'a lovely city indeed: I never guessed how lovely!' — and found that 'unless one asks about war damage, one fails to realise the extraordinary extent of reconstruction.' Even amid the ruins of the Great Palace at Tsarskoe Selo ('a mere smoke-stained shell') and the sombre displays at the Museum of the Blockade he finds hope of a better future already in the making:

> Under the harsh edge of fear, how warmly there thrives the eager desire to throw off fear, to throw off suspicion, and to strike a friendly compact with all the world.

Apart from 'the City of Pushkin' and other locations associated with the poet (Moscow, Pskov, Mikhailovskoe) Lindsay's itinerary took him to other sites that were to become standard for the post-war 'official' tour (Stalingrad, formerly occupied territory in Ukraine), and his journal in places recalls the delegate's reports of earlier decades, with its accounts of visits to kolhozes and tractor factories (complete with statistics) and a curiously accident in the Hermitage. A meeting with the Soviet poet Mikhail Romanov coincided with a striking piece of luck: a sponteneous visit to the Hermitage, and a chance encounter with Tatiana Vassilieff (née Sutton), wife and pupil of the expressionist artist Danila Vassilieff and a prominent peace activist, was to make essentially the same point, albeit more ingenuously. After a group of the Peoples for Peace in Vienna, she arrived in the USSR as a guest of the Soviet Peace Committee in the autumn of 1952 to join a VOKS tour which included a brief visit to Leningrad. On her programme here was a sightseeing marathon — the Peter and Paul Fortress, Palace Square, Mars Square, 'the Bronze Rider', the Church of the Blood, Smolny, Rossi Street ('one of the most perfect architectural ensembles on earth') — as well as inspections of an orphanage, a palace of culture and rest, Girls' Middle School No. 171 and the Institute of Labour Security Precautions. Predisposed to praise everything she sees, Vassilieff is especially impressed by the Hermitage: not only by its wonderful collections, but (distinguishing
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